
Sample of Wireframes and Onboarding Map
- Original Child Setup Flow in Learn with Homer -



1. Lesson

0. Loading Screen

path taken by user on 
load, after initial setup 
has been completed 
in the first app visit.

0.a. Hat Shop

0. Hat shop

4.a. Main Menu
WITH POPUP

0.a. Switch 
Users

4.b. Main Menu
NO POPUP

5. Lesson

2. Signup

path taken by user on 
load, in 1st visit.

All users MUST agree to 
terms and conditions in 
modal.

1.a. Take a photo

1.b. Pick a thinking 
cap

1.c. Label your 
portrait: child info

path taken by user 
when creating a new 
child account

path taken by user 
when choosing an 
existing account

Skip option offered throughout 
these screens, for users who 
do not want to enter personal 
data, sign up, or subscribe.

3. Subscription Offer

Note: Subscription page is cut in lieu of 
in-app purchases later in the app. May 
revive this at a later date, once we have 
more content in the app.



Mirror for 
child photo

Get started

Subscribe
UI/Illustration:
1.0 4-5 Interactive/animated elements
2.0 Background - Hat Shop
3.0 FIRST USE - Mirror uses camera; tapping it 
takes child to taking a photo/inputting information; 
LATER - shows selected child's portrait
4.0 Tapping an empty portrait takes child to photo/
info flow. Tapping portrait with photo will swap 
selected children, and take child through hat 
selection (but not new photo)
5.0 CUT - No longer doing subscription service - 
Subscribe button for unsubscribed users (NOT in 
first use, since they'll subsequently be taken to a 
subscribe page)
6.0 First use: Have an account? button takes user 
to login flow.

Audio:
• Background Music
• Welcome message/intro (First Use + Return 
Use)
• Feedback audio for interactive elements - cat 
meow, sound of hats falling over, etc.

Interaction
1.0 Tap interactive elements for mini animations & 
audio
3.0 Tap mirror => zoom in to mirror scene, UI/hats 
fade in
4.0 Tap empty portrait to add user / Tap active 
portrait to select user/choose a hat.
5.0 RETURN USE CASE: Tap Subscribe button 
=> Subscribe page
6.0 FIRST USE CASE: Tap "Have an account?" 
button => Login flow

0. Hat Shop 

FIRST USE Welcome Message: 
"Welcome to the Homer hat shop, where you can choose your very own 
thinking cap! Find a grownup to help you get set up, then tap the mirror to take 
a photo and choose your thinking cap!

RETURN USE Welcome Message: 
"Welcome back! Have you been here before? If so, tap your picture to get 
started! 
If not, tap an empty picture to get started!"

Add a child

Add a child

Add a child

1.0 4.0

3.0

1.0

5.0 2.0
Have an account?

6.0



UI/Illustration:
1.0 Thinking caps (swipeable—each swipe 
slides hats over by 1) but not focus at this 
step; possibly 50% opacity, here.
2.0 Skip button allows user to skip photo 
step if they don't want to add a child photo. 
First use ONLY.
3.0 Back button takes user back to hat shop.
4.0 Framing for child photo; camera image is 
resized to fit within this region
5.0 Label for the portrait; text at this step 
says "Take a Picture." Note: labels are more 
for parents helping w/setup than for kids.
6.0 Camera button - takes a picture; moves 
user to 1.b.
7.0 Flip/switch camera button. Switches 
between front-facing and back-facing 
cameras. Will likely be used if a parent is 
helping the child take a photo.

Audio:
• Background music (same as in Hat Shop)
• Instructions

Interactions
• Tap camera button to take a photo (iPad 
will take photo and camera button will shrink; 
switch cameras button will disappear + 
checkmark will appear)
• Switch cameras btw. front- & back-facing
• Skip - takes user to next step with Homer's 
face in lieu of a photo
 • Back button takes user back to hat shop 
without setting up a user.

1.a. Take a Photo

Take a Picture!

Back 
to Hat 
Shop

"Can you see yourself? Smile! If you're having trouble, find a grownup to help 
you."

Thinking Cap region

4.0

7.0

5.0

3.0

1.0 Skip
2.0

6.0

Pulse camera button (6.0) when instructions finish.



UI/Illustration:
1.0 Thinking caps (swipeable—each swipe 
slides hats over by 1) - Now fully opaque.
2.0 Framing for child photo taken in 1.a.
3.0 Camera button - smaller here; takes user 
back to the take-a-photo step (1.a.)
4.0 Plaque with label, "Pick a Thinking Cap"
5.0 Done button (checkmark icon) takes user 
to next step, 1.c.

Audio:
• Background music (same as hat shop)
• Instruction audio
• Possibly a slide sound effect when hats 
swap out.

Animation
FIRST USE ONLY: A quick slide across hats 
and back to indicate that they are movable.

Interactions
• Return to photo step

PULSE checkbox after audio finishes.

DONE 
BUTTON

1.b. Pick a Thinking Cap

Pick a Thinking Cap!

"Slide the thinking caps and select your favorite one! When you're done, tap the 
checkbox!"

Thinking Cap region

2.0

7.0

5.0

1.0

6.0



DONE 
BUTTON

Modal appears above thinking cap screen, 
then keyboard slides in, pushing the modal 
upward.

UI/Illustration:
1.0 Modal background
2.0 Modal title, "Would you like to label your 
picture?"
3.0 Text fields for name and age
Note: age should default to number keys in 
keyboard popup
4.0 Text labels for name and age
5.0 Done button (checkmark)
6.0 iOS keyboard pushes the modal upward.

Audio:
• "Would you like to label your portrait?"

Interaction
• Enter info (optional)
• Tap done button - takes user to the next 
step, REGARDLESS of whether they have 
entered a name or age. If no name is 
entered, "Homer's friend" will be default label 
wherever name would appear within the app.

1.c. Label your portrait: child info

"Would you like to label your portrait?

Thinking Cap region

Skip

Name

Age
DONE 

BUTTON

Would you like to label your portrait?

1.0 2.0

4.0
3.0

5.0

DONE 
BUTTON

Thinking Cap region

Skip

Name

Age
DONE 

BUTTON

Would you like to label your portrait?

Q W

A
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DONE 
BUTTON

Dear Parents, 

We know you will love seeing and showing your child's art. You will also be able to 
see your child's progress on our website, at www.homerapp.com.

We are not sharing your information with anyone. It is just used by Homer to give 
you access to your child's progress and artwork on the website. If you don't want to 
sign up, no worries, but we won't be able to share your child's work with you.

Warmly, 

Homer

password:

confirm password:

Skip

DONE 
BUTTON

I agree to Homer's terms and conditions.

Sign up to see your child's progress on our website, 
get book recommendations, and more!

username:

password:

confirm password:

Skip

I agree to Homer's terms and conditions.

UI:
1.0 Textbox - letter from Homer
2.0 Skip button - Skips signup, but NOT 
subsequent terms & privacy policy step.
3.0 Done button (checkbox)
4.0 Username + password fields
5.0 Username + password labels
6.0 Errors fade/animate in above text fields.
7.0 Last opportunity to log in; after this point, 
user is locked into their account.
8.0 After user skips signup or successfully 
signs up, terms and conditions + Privacy 
Policy open in a modal, with checkbox 
agreeing to them. Done button (checkbox) in 
bottom right corner.

Audio:
• Music
• "Parents, this is where you can sign up to 
see your child’s learning progress, share 
drawings, get book recommendations, and 
more on our website!"

2. Sign up

email:

Already have 
an account?

"Make sure a grownup is here to read this screen! They'll need this so 
that they can enjoy your artwork and success!"

2.0

3.0

7.0

4.0

5.0

1.0

Oops! Your passwords don't match!

6.0

8.0



Already have a 
subscription?

Sign us up!

Go on a learning adventure with us!
America's top literacy experts have handcrafted phonics lessons, stories, 

rhymes, poetry, fables, folklore, science, art and music.

Skip
UI/Illustration:
• Subscribe button
• Skip button
• Done button
• Username + password fields
• Terms & conditions checkbox/label

Audio:
• Music
• Subscription audio prompt TBD - need to 
determine most compelling sell point.

45 Learn to Read
phonics lessons

30 stories, poems &
rhymes with original

illustrations

60 Discover
field trips

100% wholesome,
safe learning

Art Space for your
children to draw and

record their ideas

More field trips,
lessons, & stories

added monthly!

The first month is free! Then, just $x.99/month!

3. Subscribe



UI/Illustration:
1.0 Settings button - tap to go to parent settings via 
parent lock
2.0 Subscribe button - tap to return to subscribe 
page and unlock content; also available via 
submenus & locked content popups
3.0 Child photo icon with thinking cap on it - tapping 
it will take user to the hat shop where they can 
change hat, take photo, switch accounts
4.0 Learn to Read icon
5.0 Read a Story icon
6.0 Discover the World icon
7.0 Art Space icon

Audio:
• Music
• Welcome message/intro
• Randomized facts about each character (need a 
LOT of these to make it feel special)

Interaction
• Tap a character, see an animation and hear a fact 
about her/him
• Tap a section icon, go to menu for section
• Tap top UI to go to settings, subscribe, or hat shop

Audio:
• Music
• Welcome message/intro
• Feedback audio (for characters)

Subscribe

Read a Story Discover the World Art SpaceLearn to Read

4.b. Main Menu NO POPUP

AUDIO WITH POPUP (next page)
"Let's dive in! Would you like to learn about
the /a/ sound?
Lions?
or read Homer to the Rescue?"

AUDIO NO POPUP
"Hello! What would you like to explore?"

Millie 
Monkey

Nip Nap

Homer

Tutt

Kit

1.0 2.0
3.0

4.0
5.0 6.0

7.0

8.0



UI/Illustration:
1.0 First lesson from the Learn to Read 
progression
2.0 Most compelling Discover lesson among 
free content
3.0 Best story among free content
4.0 Tap x to close popup and reveal regular 
menu

Audio:
• Music
• Welcome message/intro
• Feedback audio (for interactive elements)

4.a. Main Menu WITH POPUP

Subscribe

Millie 
Monkey

Nip Nap

Homer

Tutt

Kit

Read a Story Discover the World Art SpaceLearn to Read

A B C

Learn to Read: a Discover Lions Story: Homer’s Hiccups

1.0 2.0
3.0

4.0

AUDIO WITH POPUP
"Let's dive in! Would you like to learn about
the /a/ sound?
Lions?
or read Homer to the Rescue?"

Note: Each of the above lines is a separate audio clip so that icons can pulse 
as they are referenced in the audio.



Sample of Wireframes from Parent Settings
- Content Management Page -



1.a. Content Management Page - Pack View

Your Child's Lesson Packs

25 of 29 lessons complete
Last accessed: 05/06/2013
273MB

Ocean

Learn to Read, Level 2

Learn to Read, Level 1

Stories (deleted individually)

All About Us

Delete Lessons

Zoo
25 of 29 lessons complete
Last accessed: 05/06/2013
273MB

25 of 29 lessons complete
Last accessed: 05/06/2013
273MB

25 of 29 lessons complete
Last accessed: 05/06/2013
273MB

25 of 29 lessons complete
Last accessed: 05/06/2013
273MB

25 of 29 lessons complete
Last accessed: 05/06/2013
273MB

Get new lessons!

!

X

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

8.0

7.0

6.0

9.0

UI/Illustration:
1.0 Title for lesson pack
2.0 Icon for lesson pack
3.0 # of lessons completed in lesson pack
4.0 Last accessed date for pack
5.0 Total space occupied by downloaded 
lessons in pack
6.0 Indicator that user needs to update their 
version of the app to access all of the 
lessons in the pack
7.0 Button to check app version and if 
applicable, take user to update the app on 
the App Store.
8.0 Story Time icon and storage info;  tap the 
icon to see downloaded stories.
9.0 Delete Lessons button; user taps it and x 
buttons appear over icon corners and 
"Delete Lessons" gets replaced by "Done 
Deleting."
10.0 Back button - takes user back to main 
parent menu

1.0

10.0



1.b. Content Management Page - Pack View in Delete Mode

Your Child's Lesson Packs

Done Deleting

25 of 29 lessons complete
Last accessed: 05/06/2013
273MB

Ocean

Learn to Read, Level 2

Learn to Read, Level 1

Stories (deleted individually)

All About Us

Zoo
25 of 29 lessons complete
Last accessed: 05/06/2013
273MB

25 of 29 lessons complete
Last accessed: 05/06/2013
273MB

25 of 29 lessons complete
Last accessed: 05/06/2013
273MB

25 of 29 lessons complete
Last accessed: 05/06/2013
273MB

25 of 29 lessons complete
Last accessed: 05/06/2013
273MB

1.0

2.0

UI/Illustration:
1.0 When user taps the "Delete Lessons" 
button on 1.a., X buttons show up on each 
pack icon and "Delete Lessons" is replaced 
with "Done Deleting." X's go away if/when 
user taps "Done Deleting" button
2.0 Stories icon does not get an x button on 
it. If user taps the Stories icon during 
deleting, it displays icons for downloaded 
stories, with 'delete' mode still in effect. 
Applicable stories get 'x' buttons on them in 
story view.
3.0 Done Deleting button replaces Delete 
Lessons button; "Get New Lessons" icon is 
hidden during delete mode. Tapping "Done 
Deleting" returns to previous state - 1.a. 
(minus any deleted lesson packs).

3.0



1.c. Content Management Page - Story View in Delete Mode

Stories on your Device

At the Zoo The Little Plant

Hello Homer

The Fisherman and His Wife Mabel, Mabel

The Lion and the Mouse

Done Deleting

Last accessed: 05/06/2013
273MB

Last accessed: 05/06/2013
273MB

Last accessed: 05/06/2013
273MB

Last accessed: 05/06/2013
273MB

Last accessed: 05/06/2013
273MB

Last accessed: 05/06/2013
273MB

Note: this is the view of downloaded stories, 
as if someone had tapped the stories icon in 
1.b., while already deleting. It has same 
lower UI of the Pack View while not in middle 
of deleting stories.
 
UI/Illustration:
1.0 Stories that can be deleted have little 'x' 
buttons on them
2.0 Stories that are part of a Learn to Read 
or Discover pack do NOT have 'x' buttons. If 
tapped while in delete mode, these will 
trigger a popup.
3.0 Story label only has 2 lines of 
information; "x out of y lessons completed" 
line is not applicable here.
4.0 Just as in the Pack View, Done Deleting 
button will switch the mode back to normal, 
'x' buttons will disappear, Done Deleting 
button will be replaced with "Delete Lessons" 
and the "Get New Lessons" button will 
return.

1.0

3.0

4.0

2.0



1.d. Content Management Page

Stories on your Device

Done Deleting

At the Zoo The Little Plant

Hello Homer

The Fisherman and His Wife Mabel, Mabel

The Lion and the Mouse

Last accessed: 05/06/2013
273MB

Last accessed: 05/06/2013
273MB

Last accessed: 05/06/2013
273MB

Last accessed: 05/06/2013
273MB

Last accessed: 05/06/2013
273MB

Last accessed: 05/06/2013
273MB

This story is tied to lessons that you 
downloaded in Learn to Read, Level 3.

You need to remove that pack before 
removing this story.

UI:
1.0 Popup with text explaining why an 
embedded story cannot be deleted; it's part 
of another set of lessons that the person 
presumably did not want to delete, and 
removing it will leave a hole in the 
progression.
2.0 Button to dismiss the popup.

Okay

1.0

2.0



Sample of Template Wireframes
- Discover the World and Learn to Read -



7 
Kzoo 11 chimp/Jane Goodall 
Unit 2 mod a lesson 1  12/11/05  

Original	  ‘Recipe’	  For	  Discover	  Sequencing	  Template	  (From	  Pedagogy/Learning	  Team):	  
	  
SCREEN	  FOURTEEN:	  
	  
A:	  Do	  you	  remember	  how	  chimp	  makes	  a	  bug-‐fishing	  rod?	  These	  four	  pictures	  show	  exactly	  what	  the	  chimp	  did.	  But	  the	  
pictures	  are	  all	  out	  of	  order.	  	  YOUR	  JOB!	  	  Put	  the	  pictures	  in	  order	  so	  that	  the	  pictures	  show	  how	  the	  chimp	  makes	  a	  tool.	  	  Drag	  
the	  picture	  that	  shows	  what	  happens	  first	  to	  the	  box	  with	  a	  1.	  Then	  drag	  the	  picture	  that	  happens	  next	  to	  the	  box	  with	  2.	  	  Soon,	  
your	  pictures	  will	  show	  the	  whole	  story.	  	  Here.	  I’ll	  do	  the	  first	  one	  for	  you!	  
	  
V:	  Millie	  drags	  the	  first	  picture	  to	  the	  first	  box.	  	  She	  can	  use	  her	  wand	  for	  this.	  
	  
A:	  First	  the	  chimp	  finds	  a	  good	  leaf!	  That’s	  what	  comes	  first.	  	  Now	  it’s	  your	  turn.	  Put	  the	  rest	  of	  the	  pictures	  in	  order.	  
	  
V:	  Child	  drags	  the	  pictures.	  If	  a	  child	  drags	  a	  	  picture	  to	  the	  wrong	  place	  the	  picture	  pops	  back	  to	  original	  location	  and	  the	  child	  
hears:	  
	  
A:	  No	  that’s	  not	  right.	  Try	  again.	  
	  
V:	  the	  child	  continues	  until	  all	  four	  are	  in	  place	  and	  then	  hears:	  
	  
A:	  YOU	  DID	  IT!	  	  Wiggly	  ears	  and	  double	  cheers!	  
	  
I:	  four	  pictures	  showing	  the	  steps	  needed	  to	  make	  the	  tool	  with	  boxes	  underneath	  or	  on	  top	  numbered	  1	  to	  	  4.	  	  
Pictures:	  	  1.	  Holding	  a	  palm	  leaf-‐	  2.	  Holding	  a	  palm	  leaf	  with	  only	  the	  stem	  3.	  The	  stem	  in	  the	  hold.	  	  4.	  The	  stem	  with	  bugs	  on	  it.	  	  
These	  can	  be	  drawings	  if	  photos	  are	  not	  available	  	  
	  
	  	  
	  
	  
	  



Drag the images into the correct order.

1.0 AUDIO—"Drag the pictures to the boxes so that they —tell the story— 
in the right order" (CMS)
1.1 BUTTON—Standard UI; back button exits lesson to lesson menu.
1.2 TEXT—Instructions entered into CMS; mainly for parents looking on.
1.3 TARGET REGION—Each numbered rectangle is a target for images. 
Only one is active at a time, in numerical order; once the correct image is 
matched to the square, it is no longer a target.
1.4 DRAGGABLE IMAGES—4 images placed in random order (CMS). 
Together, they depict 4 steps of a sequence. Each image can be dragged 
to the currently active target region, but only one triggers the correct 
answer response. Note: images should not be in straight line; it’s important 
that each image doesn't look like it belongs with the box directly above it.
1.5 IMAGE FRAME—Each image has a frame with blue (same as std 
interaction UI) circle. Slight shadowing to further indicate that it is not a 
fixed part of the page. When dragged, the image will follow the finger with 
the blue circle as the touch point. This way the image will still be visible 
while a child drags it.
1.6 BUTTON—NO PAGE FORWARD BUTTON. Just as in Learn to Read, 
the child must solve the task, at which point the template will auto-
advance.

1. Discover Sequencing Template - Initial State

1.4

1.21.1

1.5
1.6

1 2 3 4

1.3

Drag the images into the correct order.

1 2 3 4

2.0 AUDIO + ANIMATION—"[Congratulatory phrase] + [CMS audio 
explaining photo]" as stars animation plays, emanating from behind the 
image.
2.1 IMAGE FRAME—Image frame is swapped to version without circle.
2.2 ICON—Checkmark appears over image.

2. Discover Sequencing Template - Correct Answer

2.1 2.3

2.2



Drag the images into the correct order.

3.0 AUDIO—"Try again"
3.1 IMAGE FRAME—Image frame is swapped to version with a red circle.
3.2 ICON—'x' appears over image.
3.3 ANIMATION—After audio plays, image animates back to its original 
position and its original visual state.

3. Discover Sequencing Template - Wrong Answer

1 2 3 4

Drag the images into the correct order.

1 2 3 4

4.0 AUDIO—After 4th correct answer response, "That's the right order!"
4.1 ANIMATION—Stars shoot from behind all four images with audio.
4.2 Page auto-advances.

4. Discover Sequencing Template - Final State

3.2

3.1



	   6	  

Original	  ‘Recipe’	  For	  Discover	  Matching	  Template	  (From	  Pedagogy/Learning	  Team)	  
	  
SCREEN	  FIFTEEN	  
A:	  Each	  animal	  needs	  a	  different	  meal.	  	  Can	  you	  bring	  each	  animal	  what	  it	  needs?	  	  I’ll	  show	  you	  how.	  	  The	  lion	  needs	  meat!	  	  
I:	  lion	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  elephant	  	  	  	  	  	  	  seal	  	  (on	  the	  top	  of	  the	  screen)	  
	  
Shrimp	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  fruit	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  meat	  	  	  (on	  the	  bottom	  of	  the	  screen)	  	  
	  
V:	  Millie	  drags	  the	  meat	  to	  the	  lion.	  
A:	  Your	  turn!	  	  Feed	  the	  elephant	  and	  the	  seal	  
V:	  the	  child	  drags	  fruit	  to	  the	  elephant	  and	  shrimp	  to	  the	  seal	  
	  
(NOTE:	  UX	  DESIGNER	  NEEDS	  TO	  FIGURE	  OUT	  THE	  FORMAT	  –	  I	  assume	  this	  is	  a	  tap	  and	  drag	  template.	  )	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  



Drag the ------ to the correct -------.

1.0 AUDIO—CMS audio instructions, e.g. "Can you drag the meal to the 
hungry animal?"
1.1 BUTTON—Standard back navigation; takes user out of lesson to menu
1.2 TEXT—CMS text instructions.
1.3 DRAGGABLE IMAGE—The first of four images added to this template 
via CMS. It is contained within a standard frame w/blue circle. Once the 1st 
image is correctly matched, the 2nd image will appear; then the 3rd, etc. 
These should appear in random order.
1.4 When dragged, the draggable image settles so that the circle is the 
touchpoint, and image can be viewed while dragging.
1.5 When touched, image and frame shrink to 50% dimensions, so that it 
fits perfectly in the boxes below. 
1.6 TARGET REGION—Four target regions are paired with images at the 
bottom of the page. Each of the four is the correct release point for one of 
the four images. Target regions include the FULL vertical rectangle, 
including the images being matched.
1.7 IMAGES (FIXED POSITIONS)—Four images in fixed frames that are 
matches for the four draggable images. Frame has no shadow and no 
circle. These should be placed at random. Not a fixed order.
1.8 NO PAGE FORWARD BUTTON—This is absent in question templates.

1. Discover Matching Template - Initial State

2.0 AUDIO—[Congratulatory phrase] + [CMS audio explaining match]
2.1 ANIMATION—If released anywhere within the target rectangle, image 
will slide into place, and stars shoot from behind the correct image pair. 
2.2 IMAGE FRAME—Frame for the correctly matched draggable image 
swaps to match lower frames—no shadow, and no colored circle. The 
image is now fixed in place.
2.3 ICON—A checkmark appears above the correctly matched image.
2.4 DRAGGABLE IMAGE 2—After the audio plays, a second draggable 
image appears. Same behavior applies as with the first image.

2. Discover Matching Template - Correct Answer

Drag the ------ to the correct -------.

2

1.3

1.2
1.1

1.7

1.8

1.6

1.5

1.4

1

2.3

2.2

2.4



Drag the ------ to the correct -------.

3.0 AUDIO—Hardcoded: "Try again!"
3.1 ANIMATION—Image stays in place for a moment while audio plays, 
then animates back to default state (full size, original frame, centered 
above the target regions.)
3.2 ICON—An 'x' appears and remains over image while audio plays.
3.3 IMAGE FRAME—Frame swaps with wrong answer frame, with red 
circle instead of default UI color.

3. Discover Matching Template - Wrong Answer

4.0 AUDIO—After 4th match audio, [CMS Audio, e.g. "You matched all the 
hungry animals!"]
4.1 ANIMATION—Stars shoot from behind all four image pairs.
4.2 Page auto-advances.

4. Discover Matching Template - Correct Answer

Drag the ------ to the correct -------.

1

3.2

3.3

4 2 3



CC	  Alignment:	  Range	  of	  Reading-‐	  1,	  1a,	  1b,	  1c,1d,	  2b,	  2c,	  2e,	  3,	  3a,	  3b,	  3c,	  3d	  
Key-‐	  I:	  illustration,	  A:	  audio,	  T:	  text,	  AN:	  animation,	  V:	  interactive	  
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Original	  ‘Recipe’	  For	  Learn	  to	  Read	  Sight	  Words	  in	  a	  Sentence	  (from	  Learning/Pedagogy	  team)	  

HOW-‐TO	  TAP	  AND	  SELECT	  (3)	  

I:	  a	  pear	  on	  a	  table.	  	  Tiles	  with	  on,	  the,	  a.	  

A:	  I’ll	  say	  a	  sentence.	  	  When	  I	  reach	  a	  sight	  word,	  tap	  the	  tile	  with	  the	  right	  word.	  	  I’ll	  show	  you	  how.	  

T:	  Tap	  the	  sight	  word.	  

A:	  A	  pear	  is	  on	  the	  table.	  	  A	  

AN:	  wand	  taps	  a	  tile.	  

A:	  pear	  is	  

AN:	  wand	  taps	  is	  tile	  

A:	  	  on.	  	  	  

AN:	  wand	  taps	  on	  tile	  

A:	  the	  

AN:	  wand	  taps	  the	  tile	  

A:	  Table.	  	  A	  pear	  on	  the	  table.	  

AN:	  confetti	  falls.	  

A:	  I	  did	  it!	  	  Now	  it’s	  your	  turn.	  

TAP	  AND	  SELECT	  (4)	  



CC	  Alignment:	  Range	  of	  Reading-‐	  1,	  1a,	  1b,	  1c,1d,	  2b,	  2c,	  2e,	  3,	  3a,	  3b,	  3c,	  3d	  
Key-‐	  I:	  illustration,	  A:	  audio,	  T:	  text,	  AN:	  animation,	  V:	  interactive	  
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I:	  pig	  in	  a	  wig	  with	  “on”	  “and”	  “a”	  

T:	  Tap	  the	  sight	  word.	  

A:	  Tap	  the	  sight	  word	  when	  you	  hear	  it.	  	  (NOTE:	  Sentence	  should	  be	  read	  slowly,	  giving	  child	  time	  to	  hear	  sight	  word.)	  	  The	  

V:	  Child	  taps	  “the”	  

A:	  wig	  on	  

V:	  child	  taps	  “on”	  

A:	  a	  

V:	  child	  taps	  a	  

A:	  pig.	  	  The	  wig	  on	  a	  pig.	  

AN:	  Confetti	  falls.	  

A:	  You	  read	  the	  word	  on!	  	  You	  make	  me	  smile	  with	  happiness!	  

	  

	  

STANDARD	  CHARACTER	  (1)	  

AN:	  Millie	  smiling	  and	  holding	  a	  book.	  

A:	  Now	  that	  you’ve	  learned	  so	  many	  words,	  I’ve	  brought	  something	  you	  can	  read	  all	  by	  yourself!	  	  

LIGHT	  UP	  TO	  READ	  (16)	  

I:	  Pat	  (a	  man)	  and	  a	  mat.	  



1.0 AUDIO—Hardcoded: "Can you tap the sight word when I say it?" + 
[CMS sentence part 1, ending in first sight word]
1.1 AUDIO—If user delays for more than 4 seconds in tapping on an 
answer, prompt with CMS audio (also used for 2nd wrong answer 
response): "[Correct word], tap [Correct word]."
1.2 BUTTON—Std. back button; takes user back to lesson menu.
1.3 IMAGE—Illustration of the sentence being read. Added via CMS.
1.4 IMAGE—Illustration of movie ticket behind each word; template themed 
as movie theater. Hard-coded.
1.5 TEXT—3 sight words that are used in the sentence.

1. LTR Sight Words in a Sentence - Initial State

2.0 AUDIO—[Correct answer sound effect] + [Congratulatory phrase] + 
[CMS sentence part 1] + [CMS sentence part 2, up to 2nd word]
2.1 ANIMATION—Stars shoot from behind the correct ticket during correct 
answer sound effect, and ticket then fades to 50% opacity.

2. LTR Sight Words in a Sentence - 1st Correct Answer

word a word b word c

1.2

1.4

1.5

word a word b word c
2.1

1.3

3.0 AUDIO—1st Wrong Answer: "Try Again"
3.1 AUDIO—2nd wrong answer: "[Correct word], tap [Correct word]" (CMS)
3.2 ANIMATION—2nd wrong answer ONLY: Correct answer pulses in size.

3. LTR Sight Words in a Sentence - Wrong Answer



4.0 AUDIO—[Correct answer sound effect] + [Congratulatory phrase] + 
[CMS sentence part 1] + [CMS sentence part 3, up to 2nd word] + [CMS 
sentence part 3, up to 3rd word]
4.1 ANIMATION—Stars shoot from behind the correct ticket, just as with 1st 
correct word, and ticket then fades to 50% opacity.

4. LTR Sight Words in a Sentence - 2nd Correct Answer

5.0 AUDIO—[Correct answer sound effect] + [Congratulatory phrase] + 
[CMS final audio - full sentence]
5.1 ANIMATION—Stars shoot from 3rd correct ticket
5.2 FINAL ANIMATION + AUDIO—Each ticket in turn becomes opaque, 
CMS word audio plays for the word, and the ticket flies off with a 'whoosh' 
sound effect.

5. LTR Sight Words in a Sentence - Final State

word a word b word c

word a word b word c
5.2



Sample of Wireframes for Purchase Popup with Final Design
- Added Before App’s Launch, When Subscription Option was Removed -



New Adventures Are Available!

2.0

Learn to Read 
Levels 3-5

1.0 BUTTON—Standard back button (compass)
2.0 TEXT—Headline

3.0 REGION—Container for all available packs and mega packs. Packs/
MegaPacks will not be displayed if they are purchased/unavailable. Region
fits 3.5 preview images, and scrolls L/R on swipe. 
4.0 BUTTON—Preview thumbnail that represents the pack.
5.0 BUTTON—MegaPack with value information. Generates MegaPack 
popup
purchase popup on tap. Text is overlaid on image.
6.0 BUTTON—(Regular) Pack with buy option. Smaller and less emphasis 
than MegaPack
7.0 TEXT—Text Label with name for each pack.
8.0 BUTTON—Restore purchases. Used to restore any past purchases 
made via the user’s Apple ID.

The Flyer (linked from Map)

3.0

Discover        
All About Us

4.0

1.0

SAVE 40%   
$5.99 for 5 Packs!

5.0

Save 33%   
$3.99 for 3 Packs!

$1.99 $1.99 $1.99

$1.99 $1.99 $1.99

Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

Five Senses Sight and Sound Touch, Smell, Taste

Restore Purchases

8.0

6.0

7.0



More Sight and Sound
•  Summary point 1
•  Summary point 2 
•  Summary point 3

1.0 TEXT—Headline: Title of Pack
2.0 TEXT—Summary from App Store language of what's in the pack
3.0 TEXT—List of lessons in the adventure pack
4.0 BUTTON—Tap to purchase the current adventure pack

5.0 REGION—Buy a Bundle button and info lives here
5.1 BUTTON—Tap to purchase all adventure packs in the section
5.2 TEXT—List of lessons available in the 'mega pack'
6.0 IMAGE—Single composite image that previews the lessons

7.0 Overlay
8.0 BUTTON—Tap to close popup

Buy 1 pack 
now for 
$1.99

Adventure Pack Popup
8.0

1.0

3.0

4.0

7.0

Welcome to the Zoo
What is a Mammal
Lions
The Lion and the Mouse
Zookeepers
Giraffes and Zebras

2.0

Buy 6 packs 
now 

for $6.99

5.2

Mammals 2
Birds 1
Birds 2

Reptiles
Sight/Sound 1
Sight/Sound 2

5.0

6.0

5.1

All About Us
•  Summary point 1
•  Summary point 2 
•  Summary point 3

1.0 TEXT—Headline: Title of MegaPack
2.0 TEXT—Summary from App Store language of what's in the megaPack
3.0 TEXT—List of packs in the megaPack

4.0 TEXT—# of Lessons and # of screens listed here. Ideally this will be 
programmatically generated.
5.0 BUTTON—Tap to purchase all adventure packs in the megaPack
6.0 IMAGES—Images from the first four individual packs in the megaPack;

7.0 Overlay
8.0 BUTTON—Tap to close popup

Adventure MegaPack Popup

Five Senses Pack
Sight and Sound Pack
Touch, Smell, Taste Pack
Our Bodies Pack
Run, Skip, Move Pack

Save 40%
Buy for $5.99

30 Lessons
xxx Pages of Learning

8.0

1.0

3.0

7.0

2.0

4.0
6.0

5.0



More Sight and Sound
•  Summary point 1
•  Summary point 2 
•  Summary point 3

1.0 MODAL—Appears after user taps to make a purchase and remains until 
purchase is completed or canceled; this will be immediately covered by an 
Apple purchase popup, and should only remain on screen for moments after 
Apple popup gets confirmation of purchase, while iPad is connecting to 
iTunes server and making the purchase.
1.1 TEXT—Indicates that purchase is in process
1.2 IMAGE—Animated gif to show loading
1.3 Overlay

Buy 1 pack 
now for 
$1.99

Adventure Pack Popup - Purchasing

Welcome to the Zoo
What is a Mammal
Lions
The Lion and the Mouse
Zookeepers
Giraffes and Zebras

Buy 6 packs 
now 

for $6.99

Mammals 2
Birds 1
Birds 2

Reptiles
Sight/Sound 1
Sight/Sound 2

Purchasing...

1.0

1.3

1.1

1.2

More Sight and Sound
•  Summary point 1
•  Summary point 2 
•  Summary point 3

Buy 1 pack 
now for 
$1.99

Welcome to the Zoo
What is a Mammal
Lions
The Lion and the Mouse
Zookeepers
Giraffes and Zebras

Buy 6 packs 
now 

for $6.99

Mammals 2
Birds 1
Birds 2

Reptiles
Sight/Sound 1
Sight/Sound 2

Purchasing...

Confirm Your In-App 
Purchase

Do you want to buy one All 
About Us MegaPack for $5.99?

BuyCancel

2.0

2.1 2.2

2.0 Standard Apple Purchase Popup—Appears immediately over 
purchasing modal. Contains standard Apple purchase text.
2.1 BUTTON—Standard cancel button for in-app purchase confirmation 
popup; if tapped, the Apple popup (2.0) and the "Purchasing…" modal (1.0) 
will be dismissed instantly.
2.2 BUTTON—Standard 'Buy' button for in-app purchase confirmation 
popup. If tapped, the Apple popup (2.0) will be dismissed immediately, but 
the "Purchasing…" modal (1.0) will remain until purchase is processed or 
fails for some reason. At that point, user will get standard successful 
purchase popup from Apple, and modal (1.0) will be dismissed.










